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  BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS  

Control subjects were randomly selected 
from the Norfolk, UK, component of 
EPIC (European Prospective Investigation 
of Cancer). Case subjects and control sub-
jects for prostate cancer were also drawn 
from the UK population, whereas case 
subjects and control subjects for ovarian 
cancer were selected from four different 
studies from the United Kingdom, United 
States, and Denmark. To test the associa-
tion between these nine variants and the 
four types of cancer, we performed univar-
iate analysis and compared genotype fre-
quencies in case subjects and control 
subjects using unconditional logistic 
regression.     

 The data we generated from the above 
case – control studies show that there are at 

      Recently, genome-wide association studies 
have been effective at identifying common 
genetic variants or single-nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) associated with com-
mon disease risk without any presumption 
about their localization or function. Recent 
studies have identifi ed and confi rmed asso-
ciations of breast, prostate, and colorectal 
cancer with several variants within a 600-
Kb region of a longer, 1.18-Mb, sequence 
that does not code for any known genes on 
chromosome 8q24 ( 1  –  10 ). Large chromo-
somal regions devoid of genes (often 
referred to as gene deserts) have been dis-
covered to be associated with several dis-
eases, indicating that they may have a 
function. Here, we have genotyped the nine 

previously reported cancer-associated 
SNPs across the region: rs13254738, 
rs6983561, rs16901979, rs13281615, 
rs10505477, rs10808556, rs6983267, 
rs7000448, and rs1447295 (or a good sur-
rogate SNP for each fourth footnote to 
Table 1) in four large case – control sets of 
prostate (1854 case subjects and 1894 con-
trol subjects), breast (2270 case subjects 
and 2280 control subjects), colorectal (2299 
case subjects and 2284 control subjects), 
and ovarian (1975 case subjects and 3411 
control subjects) cancer ( Table 1  and 
 Supplementary Table 1 ). Case subjects 
with colorectal and breast cancer were 
drawn from SEARCH, an ongoing popu-
lation-based study in East Anglia, UK. 
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  Recent studies based on genome-wide association, linkage, and admixture scan 

analysis have reported associations of various genetic variants in 8q24 with sus-

ceptibility to breast, prostate, and colorectal cancer. This locus lies within a 1.18-

Mb region that contains no known genes but is bounded at its centromeric end 

by  FAM84B  and at its telomeric end by  c-MYC , two candidate cancer susceptibil-

ity genes. To investigate the associations of specific loci within 8q24 with specific 

cancers, we genotyped the nine previously reported cancer-associated single-

nucleotide polymorphisms across the region in four case – control sets of prostate 

(1854 case subjects and 1894 control subjects), breast (2270 case subjects and 

2280 control subjects), colorectal (2299 case subjects and 2284 control subjects), 

and ovarian (1975 case subjects and 3411 control subjects) cancer. Five different 

haplotype blocks within this gene desert were specifically associated with risks of 

different cancers. One block was solely associated with risk of breast cancer, 

three others were associated solely with the risk of prostate cancer, and a fifth 

was associated with the risk of prostate, colorectal, and ovarian cancer, but not 

breast cancer. We conclude that there are at least five separate functional variants 

in this region. 
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least fi ve different cancer susceptibility loci 
within the 8q24 “desert,” each separated 
from the others by recombination hot spots 
and each specifi c for cancer of particular 
tissue type ( Table 1  and  Figure 1, A ).     

 Region 1, the most centromeric block, 
spans base positions 128.14 – 128.28 Mb 
(NCBI Build 35). SNP rs16901979 (1.3, 
 Table 1 ) was reported to be associated with 
prostate cancer by two independent studies 
( 4 , 5 ). More recently, rs13254738 (1.1) and 
rs6983561 (1.2) have also been found to be 
associated with prostate cancer ( 5 ). 
However, SNPs 1.2 and 1.3 are highly cor-
related; thus, they refl ect the same associa-
tion ( Figure 1, B ). We confi rmed the 
association of these SNPs with prostate 
cancer (odds ratio [OR] = 1.12, 95% confi -
dence interval [CI] = 1.01 to 1.24,  P  value 
from Cochran Armitage test for trend = 
0.029 for rs13254738; OR = 2.11, 95% 
CI = 1.65 to 2.71,  P  value = 1.4 × 10 –9  for 
rs6983561; and OR = 2.06, 95% CI = 1.61 
to 2.65,  P  value = 4.9 × 10 –9  for rs16901979) 
but found no evidence for their association 
with risks of breast, colorectal, or ovarian 
cancers. The only published study that 
addressed the association of these SNPs with 
risk of colon cancer also found no evidence 
for an association ( 6 ). To our knowledge, no 
other studies have specifi cally addressed the 
association of these SNPs with breast, ovar-
ian, or other cancer types. Thus, variants in 
region 1 appear to be specifi cally associated 
with the risk of prostate cancer. 

 Region 2, spanning base positions 
128.35 – 128.51Mb, was fi rst identifi ed as a 
potential breast cancer susceptibility locus 
by a genome-wide scan; this identifi cation 
was confi rmed by a study of 21   860 case 
subjects and 22   578 control subjects ( 2 ). In 
follow-up fi ne mapping, we have studied 23 
SNPs that tag the common variation in this 
haplotype block in the SEARCH study. 
None of these SNPs showed a stronger 
association with breast cancer than that 
shown by the original tag SNP rs13281615 
(data not shown). This SNP (2.1,  Table 1 ) 
was not associated with prostate, colorectal, 
or ovarian cancer. To date, the only pub-
lished study that tested the association of 
these SNPs with risks of other cancers 
(prostate and colorectal) found no evidence 
of an association ( 6 ). Taken together, these 
data suggest that region 2 is specifi c for 
breast cancer susceptibility. 

 Region 3, spanning base positions 
128.47 – 128.54 Mb, was originally detected 
in African Americans by an admixture scan 
(a method for localizing disease-causing 
genetic variants that differ in frequency 
across populations) for prostate cancer 
(Table 1, rs6983267, 3.3; rs7000448, 4.1) 
( 5 ). Subsequently, two genome-wide scans 
found that SNP 3.3 and rs10505477 (3.1) 
( 8 , 10 ) were associated with colorectal 
cancer, and these associations have been 
consistently replicated in independent 
case – control studies ( 6 , 8 , 10 , 11 ). Another 
SNP in the same block, rs10808556 (3.2), 
has also been associated with colorectal 
cancer ( 6 ). We found that SNPs 3.1, 3.2, 
and 3.3 were all  associated with risks of 
prostate (OR = 1.43, 95% CI = 1.30 to 1.56, 
 P  value = 7.7 × 10 –14 ), colorectal (OR = 1.27, 
95% CI = 1.16 to 1.37,  P  value = 3.6 × 10 –8 ), 
and ovarian cancers (OR = 1.11, 95% CI = 
1.03 to 1.23,  P  value = 9.9 × 10 –3 ) (ORs, 
95% CIs, and  P  values are given for SNP 
3.2). This is the strongest evidence, to date, 
reporting an association between ovarian 
cancer risk and a common allele. The three 
SNPs in this block are highly correlated 
with each other in control subjects ( r  2  val-
ues >0.65,  Figure 1, B ). Using stepwise 
logistic regresison, the associations for 
each disease could be explained by a single 
SNP (data not shown). We found no 
evidence that one of these SNPs was more 
strongly associated with risk of prostate 
and colon cancer than the other two. It is 
therefore likely that there is common 
underlying factor that increases the risk of 
the three cancers. None of the SNPs in 
this region were associated with breast 
cancer risk. Our data suggest that the 
prostate, colorectal, and ovarian cancer 
locus is smaller than the one originally 
defi ned ( 5 ) and only spans base positions 
128.47 – 128.50 Mb. Therefore, we have 
designated the remaining portion of the 
original locus, spanning positions 128.50 –
 128.54 Mb, as region 4. 

 Region 4 (prostate cancer) contains SNP 
rs7000448 (4.1), which has been shown to 
be associated with prostate cancer ( 5 ). This 
SNP is only weakly correlated with the 
region 3 and region 5 SNPs ( r  2  < 0.13, 
 Figure 1, B ). Furthermore, we confi rmed 
an association of this variant with prostate 
cancer risk (OR = 1.23, 95% CI = 1.11 to 
1.35,  P  value = 2.8 × 10 –5 ) but found no 
association with risks of colorectal, ovarian, 

or breast cancers, suggesting that this is a 
separate prostate cancer – specifi c locus. 

 Region 5 is the closest of the fi ve regions 
to the  c-MYC  oncogene and spans base 
positions 128.54 – 128.62Mb. SNP 
rs1447295 (5.1,  Table 1 ) was originally 
found to be associated with prostate cancer 
through linkage and association analyses in 
the Icelandic population ( 1 ). This association 
has subsequently been replicated in other 
populations ( 3 , 7 , 9 , 12 , 13 ). A second SNP, 
rs10090154, which is perfectly correlated 
with rs1447295 (5.1) in Europeans ( r  2  = 1 in 
CEU HapMap) but not in Africans ( r  2   ≥  
0.64), was subsequently identifi ed ( 5 ). A 
weak association of rs10090154 with 
colorectal cancer was reported as provi-
sional, pending independent confi rmation 
( 6 ). We found SNP 5.1 (rs1447295) to be 
statistically signifi cantly associated with 
prostate cancer (OR = 1.86, 95% CI= 1.60 
to 2.15,  P  value = 6.9 × 10 –17 ) but not with 
breast, colorectal, or ovarian cancer. A 
large study, nested in seven US and 
European cohorts, has also noted the 

   CONTEXT AND CAVEATS 

  Prior knowledge 

 Genetic variants in a region of chromo-
some 8 had been associated with the risk of 
breast, colorectal, and prostate cancer.  

  Study design 

 Case subjects with each of four cancers 
(breast, colorectal, prostate, and ovarian) 
and control subjects were examined for the 
presence of previously identified risk vari-
ants that span the chromosomal region 
previously associated with cancer risk. 
Genotype frequencies were compared using 
unconditional logistic regression.  

  Contribution 

 At least five distinct cancer susceptibility 
loci were found within the chromosomal 
region, each separated by recombination 
hot spots and specific for one or more of 
the four cancers.  

  Implications 

 Fine mapping of the identified loci may 
help elucidate molecular mechanisms that 
contribute to carcinogenesis.  

  Limitations 

 It is unknown whether any of the cancer-
associated polymorphisms examined are 
causal variants or simply markers of 
unknown causal variants.   
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absence of association of this SNP with 
breast cancer susceptibility ( 7 ). 

 To date, three risk-associated regions at 
8q24 (regions 1, 3, and 5) have been 
reported to confer independent risks of 
prostate cancer. In this study, we found a 
total of eight SNPs, distributed across 
four regions, to be associated with the 
risk of prostate cancer. To test how many 
of these associations were independent, 
we performed a stepwise logistic reg -
ression that included all eight SNPs in the 
model. Five SNPs (two in region 1 and 
one in each of regions 3, 4, and 5) were 
independently associated with prostate 
cancer (rs13254738,  P  = .008; rs6983561, 
 P  = 1.6 × 10 –7 ; rs6983267,  P  = 1.6 × 10 –7 ; 
rs7000448,  P  = .022; rs1447295,  P  = 2.0 × 

10 –13 ). Theoretically, each of these inde-
pendent SNPs may be markers for a sepa-
rate causative factor in prostate cancer 
development. 

 Thus, we have shown there are at least 
fi ve independent loci within this gene des-
ert with different associations with particu-
lar cancers. Further studies of the region 
may identify additional loci associated with 
specifi c cancers and possibly refi ne our 
understanding of the mechanisms underly-
ing the associations reported here. A recent 
publication has reported that none of the 
above SNPs were associated with risk of 
endometrial cancer ( 14 ). 

 The biologic mechanisms underlying 
these associations with different cancers are 
unknown. This region is a frequent site of 

somatic amplifi cation in several cancers 
( 15 , 16 ). It is possible that these variants 
affect tissue-specifi c enhancers in the 
region, thus altering expression of one or 
more genes an unknown distance away. 
The known genes that are closest to 8q24 
are  FAM84B  and  c-MYC . Overexpression 
of  c-MYC  occurs in both breast and pros-
tate cancers ( 17  –  19 ), and reduction of 
 c-MYC  expression by RNA interference 
inhibits tumor growth both in vivo and in 
vitro ( 20 ).  FAM84B  is described as a breast 
cancer membrane-associated protein, but 
little more is known about its function ( 18 ). 
However, SNPs located in the  c-MYC  and 
 FAM84B  genes were not found to be asso-
ciated with prostate cancer ( 1 , 4 ). 
Furthermore, SNPs in regions 1, 3, and 5 

 Table 1 .     Association of 8q24 single nucleotide polymorphisms with colorectal, ovarian, breast, and prostate cancer *   

  Marker SNP 

(region, relative 

position)

Reference 

allele 

(frequency 

in controls 

subjects)

Colorectal cancer  †  Ovarian cancer Breast cancer Prostate cancer 

 OR (95% CI)  P  value  ‡  OR (95% CI)  P  value  ‡  OR (95% CI)  P  value  ‡  OR (95% CI)  P  value  ‡    

  rs13254738 (A/C) 
 (1.1) (region 1, 
 128173525)

A (0.70) 1.06 
(0.99 to 1.13)

0.22 1.02 
(0.94 to 1.11)

0.64 0.96 
(0.88 to 1.05)

0.35  1.12 

(1.01 to 1.24) 
 0.029  

 rs6983561 (A/C) 
 (1.2) (region 1, 
 128176062)

A (0.97) 0.95 
(0.81 to 1.11)

0.65 0.90 
(0.72 to 1.13)

0.36 0.96 
(0.77 to 1.21)

0.76  2.11 

(1.65 to 2.71) 
 1.4 × 10 � 9  

 rs16901979 (G/T) 
 (1.3) (region 1, 
 128194098)

G (0.97) 0.89 
(0.77 to 1.06)

0.36 0.89 
(0.71 to 1.11)

0.30 0.98 
(0.80 to 1.25)

0.98  2.06 

(1.61 to 2.65) 
 4.9 × 10  � 9   

 rs13281615 (A/G) 
 (2.1) (region 2, 
 128424800) § 

A (0.60) 0.94 
(0.89 to 1.00)

0.17 0.99 
(0.91 to 1.07)

0.75  1.21 

(1.11 to 1.32) 
 1 × 10  � 5  0.95 

(0.87 to 1.05)
0.33 

 rs10505477 (G/A) 
 (3.1) (region 3, 
 128476625)

G (0.50)  1.27 

(1.19 to 1.33) 
 2.9 × 10  � 8   1.14 

(1.04 to 1.23) 
 2.0 × 10  � 3  0.96 

(0.88 to 1.04)
0.35  1.43 

(1.30 to 1.56) 
 7.7 × 10  � 14   

 rs10808556 (A/G) 
 (3.2) (region 3, 
 128482329)

A (0.59)  1.26 

(1.16 to 1.37) 
 5.1 × 10  � 8   1.13 

(1.04 to 1.22) 
 1.7 × 10  � 3  0.99 

(0.91 to 1.08)
0.80  1.31 

(1.19 to 1.44) 
 4.2 × 10  � 8   

 rs6983267 §  (A/G) 
 (3.3) (region 3, 
 128482487) § 

A (0.49)  1.27 

(1.16 to 1.37) 
 3.6 × 10  � 8   1.11 

(1.03 to 1.20) 
 9.9 × 10  � 3  0.97 

(0.89 to 1.05)
0.50  1.43 

(1.30 to 1.56) 
 7.7 × 10  � 14   

 rs7000448 (G/A) 
 (4.1) (region 4, 
 128510352)

G (0.64) 1.04 
(0.98 to 1.11)

0.32 1.04 
(0.96 to 1.13)

0.33 0.96 
(0.88 to 1.05)

0.38  1.23 

(1.11 to 1.35) 
 2.8 × 10  � 5   

 rs1447295 (G/T) 
 (5.1) (region 5, 
 128554220)

G (0.90) 0.98 
(0.89 to 1.08)

0.82 1.07 
( 0.93 to 1.22)

0.35 0.92 
(0.80 to 1.07)

0.28  1.86 

(1.60 to 2.15) 
 6.9 × 10  � 17    

  *   Genotype results were obtained for more than 95% of all subjects. rs10090154 was not evaluated because it was perfectly correlated with rs1447295 in our 
European population sample. All genotyping was performed by Taqman assay unless otherwise indicated. No deviation from Hardy – Weinberg 
equilibrium was observed in the genotype distributions of the control subjects for any of the SNPs. OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval; SNP = single 
nucleotide polymorphism. The bold font refers to significant  P  values ( P  < .05) and their corresponding OR.  

   †    Sample sets consisted of 2299 colorectal cancer case subjects and 2284 control subjects, 1975 ovarian cancer case subjects and 3411 control subjects, 2270 
breast cancer case subjects and 2280 control subjects, 1854 prostate cancer case subjects and 1894 control subjects.  

   ‡     P  value from the Cochran – Armitage trend test.  

  §   Genotyped in the prostate study using the illumina 550K chip covering approximately 550   000 SNPs across the genome. Hence, the SNPs were replaced by 
alternative tags on the illumina chip: rs13281615 by rs672888 ( r  2  = 0.97) and rs10505477 by rs6983267 ( r  2  = 0.93).   
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found to be associated with prostate cancer 
do not appear to be associated with changes 
in expression of these genes in prostate or 
colorectal tumors ( 1 , 4 , 10 ). Several other 
genes were predicted to exist in 8q24 ( 1 , 10 ), 
although there is no evidence for any 
protein-coding transcripts ( 1 , 10 ). One is a 
putative pseudogene of the transcription 
factor POU5F1P1 in region 3. One study 
has confi rmed the expression of this tran-
script in cancer tissues, including colon 
cancer, although its physiological role is 
unknown ( 8 ). 

 Despite their strong associations with 
cancer, it is not known whether the SNPs 
tested here are causal variants or are simply 
markers that are correlated with the causal 
variants in each region. Resequencing and 
fi ne mapping of each of the haplotype 
blocks, followed by functional characteriza-
tion studies, may ultimately identify the 
causal variants and reveal their mechanisms 
in cancer susceptibility and pathogenesis. If 

this 8q24 locus is truly a gene desert, it 
points to a very long-range mode of action 
for these variants that had previously been 
considered unlikely.   
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